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In the last 15 years, Jae M. Sevelius, PhD, has to what Sevelius calls “culturally competent”
seen positive changes in transgender health
health care — providers who are responsive to
care, mainly from an awareness perspective.
the unique needs and concerns of transgender
“When I first started, the primary question I
patients. According to a recent survey, many
got was, ‘Yeah, but how many trans people are transgender people avoid care altogether bethere anyway?’ Kind of like, ‘Why should it matcause they fear being discriminated against.
ter?’” said Sevelius, an associSignificant gaps in research
ate professor in the Center for
mean health data on transAIDS Prevention Studies and
gender patients, particularly
“Respect is critical.
a researcher in the Center of
transgender men, are limited.
Part of that is honoring Available research suggests
Excellence for Transgender
Health, both at the University
that transgender patients test
the patient’s wishes
of California, San Francisco.
positive for HIV at a far higher
that pertain to their
“It felt like the onus was alrate than the national averidentity.”
ways on me to prove the issue
age, and transgender women
–JEANNE M. MARRAZZO, MD, MPH
even mattered, whereas now
carry a disproportionate burI feel like people understand
den of HIV, particularly black
that it really does matter.”
transgender women. However,
Depending on the estimate, there are betransgender patients overall have largely been
tween 1 million and 1.4 million transgender
left behind when it comes to HIV research. Even
adults living in the United States. Transgender
the CDC’s annual HIV surveillance report does
patients are underserved and face considernot include data on transgender patients because
able barriers to care, including a lack of access
information on gender identity is not routinely
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who was collaborating with the
Stanford team, asking for his
help. The clinician was desperately seeking a diagnosis for an
unknown infection causing severe illness in a pediatric patient.
“It was probably in the
lungs, they believed, and they
couldn’t take the child through
another biopsy because he was
too weak to survive another
one,” Kertesz recalled. “They
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asked if we could look into the
data that we had, which were
based on sequencing his cellfree DNA and see if we could
diagnose anything.”
Kertesz and colleagues
started what he called a 3-day
marathon of sifting through the
genetic data to find a life-saving
diagnosis. But 3 days proved
too long, and the child suc-
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Tonia C. Poteat, PhD, MPH, assistant professor in the division of
infectious disease epidemiology at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg
School of Public Health, and colleagues said the prevalence of HIV
among transgender women is almost 20% worldwide.

Genomics soon to be standard
for rapid ID diagnostics
In mid-2014, Mickey Kertesz,
PhD, was part of a team researching the genetics of human
pathogens at Stanford University. At that time, their work had
only what the Israeli-born entrepreneur called “theoretical applications” for next-generation
sequencing, but its human relevance would soon become clear.
One morning, Kertesz received a call from a clinician
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parent company and its subsidiaries are combined
to determine the earned frequency rate. Advertisers
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2. New Advertiser Discount: New advertisers with a
minimum 3 ad commitment receive a 10% discount
off all advertising placed in 2019. This discount may
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In the last 15 years, Jae M. Sevelius, PhD, has to what Sevelius calls “culturally competent”
seen positive changes in transgender health
health care — providers who are responsive to
care, mainly from an awareness perspective.
the unique needs and concerns of transgender
“When I first started, the primary question I
patients. According to a recent survey, many
got was, ‘Yeah, but how many trans people are transgender people avoid care altogether bethere anyway?’ Kind of like, ‘Why should it matcause they fear being discriminated against.
ter?’” said Sevelius, an associSignificant gaps in research
ate professor in the Center for
mean health data on transAIDS Prevention Studies and
gender patients, particularly
“Respect is critical.
a researcher in the Center of
transgender men, are limited.
Part of that is honoring Available research suggests
Excellence for Transgender
Health, both at the University
that transgender patients test
the patient’s wishes
of California, San Francisco.
positive for HIV at a far higher
that pertain to their
“It felt like the onus was alrate than the national averidentity.”
ways on me to prove the issue
age, and transgender women
–JEANNE M. MARRAZZO, MD, MPH
even mattered, whereas now
carry a disproportionate burI feel like people understand
den of HIV, particularly black
that it really does matter.”
transgender women. However,
Depending on the estimate, there are betransgender patients overall have largely been
tween 1 million and 1.4 million transgender
left behind when it comes to HIV research. Even
adults living in the United States. Transgender
the CDC’s annual HIV surveillance report does
patients are underserved and face considernot include data on transgender patients because
able barriers to care, including a lack of access
information on gender identity is not routinely
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Tonia C. Poteat, PhD, MPH, assistant professor in the division of
infectious disease epidemiology at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg
School of Public Health, and colleagues said the prevalence of HIV
among transgender women is almost 20% worldwide.

Genomics soon to be standard
for rapid ID diagnostics
In mid-2014, Mickey Kertesz,
PhD, was part of a team researching the genetics of human
pathogens at Stanford University. At that time, their work had
only what the Israeli-born entrepreneur called “theoretical applications” for next-generation
sequencing, but its human relevance would soon become clear.
One morning, Kertesz received a call from a clinician
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who was collaborating with the
Stanford team, asking for his
help. The clinician was desperately seeking a diagnosis for an
unknown infection causing severe illness in a pediatric patient.
“It was probably in the
lungs, they believed, and they
couldn’t take the child through
another biopsy because he was
too weak to survive another
one,” Kertesz recalled. “They
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asked if we could look into the
data that we had, which were
based on sequencing his cellfree DNA and see if we could
diagnose anything.”
Kertesz and colleagues
started what he called a 3-day
marathon of sifting through the
genetic data to find a life-saving
diagnosis. But 3 days proved
too long, and the child sucGenomics continues on page 10
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